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ABSTRACT: The ground and tunnel settlement significantly degrade both the serviceability and safety
of tunnel and its surroundings. In this paper, a typical numerical analysis is conducted to study the ground
and tunnel settlement due to train load coupled with tunnel leakage in soft soil deposit of Shanghai. Two
typical models are established according to the tunnel leakage conditions, namely without tunnel leakage
and with uniform tunnel leakage. The development of excess pore pressure of the soil around the tunnel is
analyzed. The long-term ground and tunnel settlement is predicted using the Gaussian curve based on the
numerical calculation results. The results shows that the cumulative train-load-induced tunnel settlement
increases as the operation time increases and the tunnel leakage can significantly increase the long-term
ground and tunnel settlement.
1

INTRODUCTION

Excessive tunnel settlement will deteriorate the
function of shield tunnel (Zhang et al., 2015). One
of the major factors inducing the long-term settlement of shield tunnel in soft soil deposits is the cyclic
loading of train (Tang et al., 2008). By far, many
researchers have investigated the ground response
due to train load (Connolly et al., 2013; Hall, 2003;
Yang and Huang, 2008; Kouroussis et al., 2011).
However, these studies mostly focused on the effect
of train load to the adjacent buildings. There is
little information on the train-load-induced settlement of tunnels. Furthermore, shield tunnel introduces new drainage boundary, it will influence the
pore pressure induced by the train load around the
tunnel. However, the effect of tunnel leakage is not
considered in the literature of train-load-induced
tunnel settlement (Wu et al., 2014).
In this paper, in order to predict the train-loadinduced ground and tunnel settlement with the
effect of leakage, two tunnel leakage conditions,
namely without tunnel leakage and with uniform
tunnel leakage, are considered using numerical
simulation. The development of long-term settlement of shield tunnel and ground surface is analyzed. The effect of tunnel leakage is highlighted
through comparing the calculated results.
2
2.1

gram FLAC3D (Itsca Consulting group, 2009) based
on the typical shield tunnel in Shanghai. Fig. 1
shows the 3D numerical model used in the present
study. The geometrical length, width, and height of
the model are 50 m, 100 m and 60 m, respectively.
The tunnel is at a depth of 16.2 m from the ground
surface to the tunnel center. There are about 25960
elements and 28119 nodes in the model. Because the
transmission of train vibration load is affected by
the tunnel lining and inner structure, both the tun-

Figure 1.

3D numerical model.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Numerical model

The effect of cyclic loading of train with tunnel
leakage is investigated using the finite difference pro-

Figure 2. Three-dimensional tunnel model: (a) transverse direction, (b) longitudinal direction.
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nel lining and ballast bed are simulated in the model.
The transverse and longitudinal direction of 3D tunnel model are shown in Fig. 2 (a), (b), respectively.
This numerical model set three kinds of boundary conditions, including the static boundary,
dynamic boundary and fluid boundary conditions.
The static boundary conditions are adopted since
the initial ground stress equilibrium stage and the
excavation supporting stage, the boundary at the
top are free, the lateral displacement boundaries
are fixed in the horizontal direction but allowed to
move vertically, and the displacement boundary at
the bottom are fixed in both horizontal and vertical
directions. The dynamic boundary conditions are
adopted since the dynamic calculation stage, the
model adopted the viscous boundary to absorb the
incident wave on the boundary. The fluid boundary conditions are set as followings, both the lateral boundary and the boundary at the bottom are
impermeable. The boundary of the tunnel is determined by inspection of shield tunnel leakage. The
water pressure at the ground surface are zero. The
different lining permeabilities are considered for
analyzing the effect of tunnel leakage to the ground
and tunnel settlement.

the shield tunnels. The soil parameters listed in
Table 2 are within the range of typical values of soil
parameters in Shanghai local design code. The silty
clay is deemed fully saturated as the underground
water table is assumed at the ground surface.
In order to allow for energy exchange between
the limited soil of the model and the infinite soil
external to the model and to satisfy the condition
that waves radiate through the virtual boundary to
infinity, a damper is applied at the boundary using
a viscous damping force which is proportional to
the velocity. For this purpose, the local damping is
adopted herein, as given by:

2.2 Model parameters
The shield tunnel is assembled with six precast reinforced concrete segments with the width of 1.2 m
of each ring. The external and internal diameters
of the shield tunnel are 6.2 m and 5.5 m, respectively, and the thickness of the concrete segment
is 0.35 m. The tunnel lining is made of precast
reinforced concrete, and the linear elastic model
is used for the tunnel lining and ballast bed. The
main parameters of tunnel structure are shown in
Table 1. The Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model is
used to simulate the composition of soils around
Table 1.

Figure 3. The vertical vibration train load applied on
the tunnel.

Main parameters of tunnel structure.

Structure

Young’s modulus E (Mpa)

Unit Weight γ (kN/m3)

Poision’s ratio v

Void ratio e0

Ballast bed
Tunnel liming

3.00 × 104
3.45 × 104

23.85
24.2

0.167
0.167

–
0.01

Table 2.

Soil layer and typical soil properties.

Layer no. Soil type
1
2
3
4

Young’s
modulus Unit Weight Fiction
Cohesive Poision’s Void Permeability
Depth (m) E (Mpa) γ (kN/m3)
angle φ(°) (kPa)
ratio v
ratio (m.s)

Silty clay
8
mucky silty clay 10
mucky clay
10
silty clay
32

13.1
8.6
15.4
23.8

19.3
19
19.7
20

28.6
29.5
24.7
26.2
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13
10
7
10

0.32
0.34
0.36
0.33

0.97
1.03
0.98
1.01

2.50 × 10−9
2.70 × 10−9
3.00 × 10−9
2.50 × 10−9

αL = π D

(1)

where αL is the local damping coefficient, D is
the critical damping ratio. For this analysis, D is
0.05,αL is 0.1571.
According to the requirement of tunnel design,
track gauge is 1435 mm. In this paper, it is assumed
that the train load is fully located along the longitudinal direction of tunnel, the simplified dynamical load is set on the nodes of tunnel track using
FISH, as shown in Fig. 3. According to the highest
designed speed of 80 km/h of train, the time consumed for the same length of the model is 2.25 s.
Hence, the soil and tunnel states after the single
train vibration can be obtained by applying vibration for 2.25 s to the model.
3

The layout of monitoring points.

THE TRAIN-LOAD-INDUCED GROUND
AND TUNNEL SETTLEMENT WITHOUT
THE CONDITION OF TUNNEL
LEAKAGE

Taking the ground water into consideration, the
long-term settlement is mainly affected by the
train vibration load, the relative permeability ratio
of lining and soil, tunnel dimensions, buried depth,
and so on. The existing study indicated that the relative permeability ratio of lining and soil is the key
factor for the stratum settlement. Furthermore,
because the time of vibration is relatively shorter
than the interval time for the subway train, the soil
disturbance during the time of vibration can be
considered under the undrained condition. Hence,
the long-term settlement caused by the tunnel
operation can be approximately divided into two
parts, one part is the cumulative settlement caused
by the cyclic loading of train; the other part is the
consolidation settlement caused by the excess pore
pressure dissipation.
3.1

Figure 4.

Figure 5. The mean pore pressure of monitoring point A.

The accumulative pore pressure due to the
train load

The variation of pore pressure affects the characteristics of the ground and tunnel long-term settlement greatly, hence, it’s of great necessity to study
the development of pore pressure under the effect
of vibration load. The pore pressure of soil around
the tunnel change relatively largely under the effect
of cyclic loading of train, three monitoring points
with a distance of 5 m from the tunnel center are
chosen to study the development of pore pressure,
as shown in Fig. 4 (denoted as A, B and C).
The pore pressure increases gradually caused
by the cyclic loading of train, the mean values of
pore pressure can be calculated to analyze the variation tendency. Figs. 5 and 6 plot the variation of

Figure 6. The mean pore pressure of monitoring point B.

pore pressure for the monitoring A and B, respectively. The initial pore pressure is represented by
the dashed line. It’s observed from Fig. 5 that the
change of pore pressure caused by the cyclic loading
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of train is relatively small without the condition of
tunnel leakage. The field measurement data also
shows that the excess pore pressure caused by the
train load is relatively small when tunnel did not
suffer from leakage. The excess pore pressure also
dissipates quickly in between 3 and 5 minutes during the tunnel interval time, which meant that the
excess pore water pressure caused by two adjacent
metro trains do not stack with each other.
The different relative location relationship
between the soil layer and tunnel also have an effect
to the pore pressure variation. Fig. 7 shows the accumulative excessive pore pressure of soil layer above
the tunnel crown. The vertical distance from tunnel
center (m) is denoted as Z, a positive value means the
location is above the tunnel center, while a negative
value means the location is below the tunnel center.
The maximum excessive pore pressure is located at
the center line of the tunnel, and the excess pore
pressure of the soil near the ground surface is larger
than the excess pore pressure near the tunnel. For the
soil with a distance of more than 2D from the tunnel
center, the accumulative excessive pore pressure variation tendency is relatively similar with each other.
For the soil with a distance of less than 2D from the
tunnel center, the accumulative excessive pore pressure increases firstly and then decreases.
Fig. 8 shows the accumulative excessive pore
pressure of soil layer from tunnel spring line. The
excess pore pressure is larger as the distance from
the center line of the tunnel is nearer. For the soil
with a distance of less than 2D from the center line
of the tunnel, the accumulative excessive pore pressure decreases as the depth increases.
Fig. 9 shows the accumulative excessive pore
pressure of soil layer below the tunnel invert. The
excess pore pressure is larger as the distance from
the center line of the tunnel is nearer. For the soil
with a distance of less than 2D from the center line
of the tunnel, the accumulative excessive pore pressure increases as the depth increases.

Figure 8. The excessive pore pressure of soil from tunnel spring line.

Figure 9. The excessive pore pressure of soil below the
tunnel invert.

3.2 The accumulative settlement of ground
surface and tunnel due to the train
vibration load
The accumulative ground surface settlement
caused by the train vibration load is shown in
Fig. 10. The Gaussian function as shown in Eq. (2)
can be applied for describing the ground surface
settlement trough.

δ ( x ) = δ 1N b ⋅ exp [ −0.5 × ( x / i )2 ]

Figure 7. The excessive pore pressure of soil above the
tunnel crown.

(2)

where δ1 is the maximum surface settlement caused
by the first time train load application, N is the total
number of train load application on the subsoil, b is
0.17, x is the horizontal distance from the tunnel centerline (m) and i is the horizontal distance from the
tunnel centerline to the point of inflection on the surface settlement trough (m). From the fitted curve, it
can be estimated that the width of surface settlement
trough is about 37 m caused by the train load without the condition of tunnel leakage. The tunnel settlement without tunnel leakage is shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10.
leakage.

Ground surface settlement without tunnel

Figure 11.

Tunnel settlement without tunnel leakage.

4

Figure 12. The mean pore pressure of monitoring point A.

Figure 13.
B.

The mean pore pressure of monitoring point

Figure 14.
C.

The mean pore pressure of monitoring point

THE TRAIN-LOAD-INDUCED GROUND
AND TUNNEL SETTLEMENT WITH
THE CONDITION OF TUNNEL
LEAKAGE

The permeability ratio of tunnel lining and soil is
set as 0.01 in this paper, the other parameters in
this model are the same as the former model.
4.1

The accumulative pore pressure due to the
train load

The variation tendency of pore pressure for monitoring point A, B and C are shown in Figs. 12,
13 and 14 respectively. The initial pore pressure
is represented by the dashed line. The conclusion can be drawn that the pore pressure of these
monitoring points all decrease as the time increase.
The decrease of pore pressure can be divided into
three phases: (1) sharp drop phase, in which the
pore pressure almost plummets; (2) smooth transition phase, in which the pore pressure descent
rate decreases gradually as time went by; (3) stable
phase, in which the pore pressure tended to be stable. The decrease value of pore pressure for moni-

toring point A, B and C are about 14 kPa, 15 kPa
and 13 kPa respectively for 500 days.
Figure 12. The mean pore pressure of monitoring point A
The excess pore pressure for the soil layer with
the same depth as monitoring A, B and C are
plotted in the Fig. 15. The excess pore pressure
decreases as the distance from the tunnel center
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Figure 15. The excessive pore pressure of soil at the
monitoring points.

Figure 16. The excessive pore pressure of soil above the
tunnel crown.

Figure 17. The excessive pore pressure of soil from the
tunnel spring line.

Figure 18. The excessive pore pressure of soil below the
tunnel invert.

4.2
increased. Within a distance of 10 m from the
tunnel center, the excess pore pressure decreases
rapidly as the distance increases. When the distance from the tunnel center is more than 20 m,
the pore pressure is nearly the same as the initial
pore pressure. When the distance increases to a
value of 50 m, the excess pore pressure is nearly
zero.
Figs. 16, 17 and 18 show the accumulative
excessive pore pressure of soil layer above the
tunnel crown, below the tunnel invert and from
the tunnel spring line. Some common characteristics can be found through these Figures. The
maximum excessive pore pressure is located at the
center line of the tunnel, the variation tendency
of excess pore pressure in different locations are
similar. The accumulative excessive pore pressure
decreases as the distance from the tunnel center
increase and when the distance increases to a
value of 50 m, the excess pore pressure is nearly
zero.

The accumulative settlement of ground surface
and tunnel due to the train vibration load

The accumulative ground surface settlement
caused by the train load with tunnel leakage under
undrained conditions is shown in Fig. 19. The tunnel settlement without tunnel leakage is shown in
Fig. 20.
The decrease of pore pressure may lead to the
increase of soil effective stress, which can result
in the soil deformation and settlement. The longterm grou-nd and tunnel settlement caused by
the tunnel leakage are shown in Figs. 21 and 22
respectively. The ground surface settlement trough
is distributed symmetrically owing to the uniform
tunnel leakage. The largest settlement is located at
the tunnel centerline and the settlement decreases
as the distance from the tunnel centerline increases.
The ground surface and tunnel settlement
caused by the train load with the effect of uniform tunnel leakage under undrained conditions
are shown in Figs. 23 and 24 respectively. They
are obtained by the sum of cumulative settlement caused by the cyclic loading of train and the
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Figure 19. Train-load-induced ground surface settlement under undrained condition.

Figure 22.

Leakage-induced tunnel settlement.

Figure 20. Train-load-induced tunnel settlement under
undrained condition.

Figure 23. Ground surface settlement under uniform
tunnel leakage boundary.

Figure
21.
settlement.

surface

Figure 24. Train-load-induced tunnel settlements under
uniform tunnel leakage boundary.

long-term consolidation settlement caused by the
excess pore pressure dissipation.
Fig. 25 shows the comparison of train-loadinduced tunnel settlement without tunnel leakage
and with uniform tunnel leakage, the results shows
that tunnel leakage can significantly increase the

long-term train-load-induced tunnel settlement.
As the operation time reaches 20 years, the trainload-induced tunnel settlement with uniform tunnel leakage is more than 13 mm larger than the
train-load-induced tunnel settlement without tunnel leakage.

Leakage-induced

ground
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around the tunnel is about 30 kPa. It would take
500 days before the pore pressure became stable again. When the operation year reaches 100
years, the long-term settlement of tunnel would
arrive at a value of 44 mm, while the long-term
settlement of tunnel would arrive at a value of
53 mm according to the predictions based on
the calculation results. It is obviously that the
tunnel leakage can significantly increase the
long-term ground and tunnel settlement.
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